Built-in
space savers
condo builders
are incorporating
built-in desks
(left) and dining
tables .
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Builders are also taking into account
the maximization of spaces, they are
incorporating built-in desks, built-in
dining tables in the islands and loads
of storage spaces.
Today’s builders are considering the
importance of expanding the amount
of useable space and not just using
floor spacing but building upward,
as well. They are doing their part to
define spaces and use each square
inch in a condo to show more space
doesn’t always mean just that, they are
not compromising style or design by
doing this either.
Innovations and creativity are
playing a big role in how condos are
designed these days; space planning

doesn’t just revolve only around
furnishing but around lifestyles, as well.
There are plenty of ways to get
the most out of the square footage,
especially when working with smaller
spaces.
It is important that we exploit the
full space without compromising

the integrity of the space’s style and
design, also easily doable without
eating up all your savings.
Luckily, there are so many options
these days when it comes to furniture,
accessories, storage and condo
projects that it’s quite easy to find the
formula that works best for us when

creating the environment that suits us
best. y Ijmal Haider
(Ijmal Haider is a sociologist, designer,
marketing analyst, writer and blogger,
currently working in the industry as a
marketing analyst and designer for the
DaVinci Group.)
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On your MARK, get set ... go enjoy luxury living downtown

or discerning homebuyers who truly
want to make their MARK on innercity living, MARK on 10th by QualexLandmark offers this chance in the middle of
one of Calgary’s most prestigious neighbourhoods.
Located at the corner of 8th Street and
10th Avenue S.W., MARK on 10th is mere
moments from Calgary’s vibrant downtown, in
the heart of its diverse Design District, and is
just a short walk from 17th Avenue.
At MARK, luxury is standard, not an
upgrade. Designers Rafii Architects Inc., in
partnership with BKDI Architects, interior
designers Trepp Design Inc. and landscape
architects Durante Kreuk Ltd., have come up
with an unbelievable combination of amenities
and suite designs.
“With MARK on 10th, we’ve found that
our buyers want a great location and outstanding amenities by a highly qualified and experienced developer with a solid track record,”
says Mohammed Esfahani, Qualex-Landmark
managing director; this is the developer’s fifth
residential condo development in Calgary.
“Residents will love the spectacular
panoramic views of Calgary’s downtown, sur-
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rounding mountains and the Bow River from
MARK’s rooftop lounge. We call this private
residents’ club Altitude 330.”
There is also a luxury rooftop fitness centre
with state-of-the-art cardio equipment, a yoga/
Pilates studio, infrared sauna and steam room,
and private changing rooms. Add to that highrise common gardens, large-scale artwork from
iconic Canadian artist and author Douglas
Coupland, a media centre and a lounge area

with raised firepit, and MARK on 10th raises
the bar on condominium living in Calgary.
“MARK on 10th is designed for those who
want to experience the perks of urban living,” says Qualex-Landmark president Roger
Navabi, adding that also includes superior suite
design. In particular, MARK’s kitchens stand
apart with their superior-quality, stainless-steel
Liebherr and AEG appliances, fully integrated
refrigerators and dishwashers, quartz counter-
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tops, white back-painted glass tile backsplashes,
under-mount stainless-steel sinks and Kohler
faucets.
It’s all about beauty and functionality, including German-engineered Nobilia cabinets.
Trepp Design president Scott Trepp says
this is the first time Nobilia cabinets have been
installed in a highrise residential development
in North America, adding the concepts of
“intelligent design” have been taken to heart in
everything, from where appliances are placed to
how the kitchen drawers are installed.
“The timeless, functional features and specs
of each home, in particular the kitchens,
bathrooms and living areas, all reflect QualexLandmark’s high standards,” says Navabi.
“Designed for those who live, work and play
downtown, or who are merely seeking an urban
lifestyle, MARK offers unique styling, superior
amenities and amazing value that set it apart in
Calgary’s condo market.”
Prices on remaining one-bedroom suites start
from the $330,000s.
Completion is expected by fall 2015.
For more information, visit qualex.ca/mark,
call 403-244-2428 or drop by the discovery
centre at 1120 10th Ave. S.W.

